The bust was placed for all to see and appreciate in the front hall of the hospital, and then it was removed to the Dean's office, which at that time was in the old Institute building at Alexandra House, Queen Square. When the institute moved to its present location at 23 Queen Square the bust seems to have been forgotten, residing almost by accident in the entrance hall of the Institute. From here it was stolen, although even the exact date of this felony was not recorded and no insurance claim was ever lodged or police report made.
The bust was at first considered either damaged or broken during its removal since, when the theft was discovered, marble was scattered around the base of the plinth. However, a few years later it was sighted sitting comfortably in a dining room of a house in north London, having been purchased 'for a song' at a local antique shop. It was identified by a neurologist who works overseas but had seen a copy of the original. This is where Montreal comes into the picture.
Wilder Penfield had been a great admirer of Hughlings Jackson, and decided that it would be a good idea to have a copy made of the bust and display it at the Montreal Neurological Institute. This would coincide with the institution of their Hughlings Jackson Lecture, and it was therefore copied and remained in their lecture amphitheatre from its opening in 1934 until the theatre was rebuilt. It was then removed and placed in the main hall of the hospital, where it stands to this day alongside a bust of Penfield.
The quest for the original bust sadly failed. Although the present owner is a member of our neurological community and himself a physician, all attempts to make contact were spurned, for unknown reasons. However, hearing of our plight, and daily seeing the Montreal copy of the bust, Dr Fred Andermann and colleagues from the Montreal Neurological Institute offered to have a copy made and to bring it personally to the National Hospital. A local artist was duly commissioned and a date was chosen for a meeting to celebrate the presentation of the bust by members of the Montreal Institute to the Institute of Neurology and National Hospital.
And so it happened that on the 18 July 1996 a bust of Hughlings Jackson was received by Professor David Marsden on behalf of the Institute and Hospital, from Dr Andermann. Dr Macdonald Critchley, who has just completed a biography of Hughlings Jackson, commented that it was a fitting occasion to recall the words of Jackson's favourite poet, William Wordsworth.
Yet shall thy name conspicuous and sublime Stand in the spacious firmament of time Fixed as a star.
Our one remaining request. If the present owner of the original Hughlings Jackson bust reads this text, or if anyone can identify the present owner, please contact the Institute of Neurology! Hughlings Jackson is now back there, in the medical library, for all to see (Figure 1 ). The next generation of scholars can study under his watchful influence. REFERENCE 
